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systems like FEM on stress analysis. The Gummel iteration [1]
plays an important role in our technique.

Abstract—It has been proven that the multigrid method is
promissing on large-scale scientific simulations. However there
still remains some difficulties on applying the multigrid method,
which is the system of systems such as FEM on stress analysis
or coupled PDEs. Above all, the drift-diffusion model widely
used in the device modeling is a typical case belonging to the
problems. Because the model has a tight coupling between the
electrostatic field and the carrier movements and this property
prevents the multigrid method from working effectively. In this
paper, we propose a technique to apply the multigrid method
to the drift-diffusion model. The technique consists of reflection
process between systems coupled in the equation. Consequently
the technique helps to solve large-scale device simulations. We
show the case of power devices.
Index Terms—power device, device simulation, drift–diffusion,
multigrid, large-scale

II. D RIFT –D IFFUSION M ODEL
The DD model in the steady analysis is:

 E(ψ, n, p) := −∇ · (ε∇ψ) − q (p − n + C) = 0
F (ψ, n, p) := −∇ · jn + qR = 0

G(ψ, n, p) := ∇ · jp + qR = 0
where ψ is the electrostatic potential, n and p are the electron
density and the hole density, ε is the dielectrical permittivity
depending on materials, C is the doping concentration, R is
the total recombination rate and q is the elementary charge.
jn,p are the carrier current densities as following:

jn = q (Dn ∇n − µn n∇ψ)
jp = −q (Dp ∇p + µp p∇ψ)

I. I NTRODUCTION

Here µn,p are the carrier mobilities and Dn,p are the carrier
diffusivities. R and µn,p are nonnlinear models. Besides we
apply the Scharfetter–Gummel scheme to discretize F, G.
Thus they consist of nonlinear PDEs. Therefore we employ
the Newton method to find ψ, n, p defined on a given discrete
mesh Ω.
As disscussed in O. Schenk et al. [3], solving the DD model
by the Newton method introduces highly ill-conditioned and
significantly more demanding unsymmetric sparse matrices.
We describe its coefficient matrix J and the vectrized function
values f formaly here:




Eψ En Ep
E(ψ, n, p)
J =  Fψ Fn Fp  , f (ψ, n, p) =  F (ψ, n, p) 
Gψ Gn Gp
G(ψ, n, p)

The drift–diffusion (DD) model has been widely used in the
device modeling and is still the fundamental tool on devices
not focusing on downsizing such as power devices. And
many methods have been developed to solve the DD model.
However, turning to power devices, the difficulty of large-scale
device structures is remaining. In particular, it is difficult for
2D simulations to predicate carrier behaviors caused by dynamic avalanche capability or electrostatic discharge. In such
a situation, 3D simulations with large-scale device structures
are required recently.
On power devices high biased electric fields shift carries
a lot, so a fine discrete mesh is required to find a good
approximation of carrier profiles, and besides the coefficient
matrices in simulations tend to be ill conditioned and need a
lot of fill-ins for robust and fast convergence. Consequently, it
is crucial how to handle large memory requirements for power
devices. There are two known approacehes, one is the domain
decomposition method [5] [6], and another is the multigrid
method [2].
We focus on the multigrid method and propose a technique
to apply the method to the Newton method on device simulations. The Newton method on device simulations treats the
coupled DD model and the strong coupling factors make the
equations ill conditioned. The conventional multigrid methods
can not handle this difficulties arising from a system of
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E , F and G mean the derivatives of each equation of
the variable , for instance Eψ = ∂E
∂ψ . The linear equation
Jδ = −f (ψ, n, p) arises to update nonlinear iterative solutions
in the Newton method. The direct methods could solve these
ill-conditioned matrices robustly. However its huge memory
consumption is an obstacle for large-scale device simulations.
So far, many practical device simulations use the sparse iterative solvers with preconditioners based on the incomplete LUfactorization. Unfortunately these preconditioners need pretty
much fill-ins to solve ill-conditioned matrices. The preconditioned iterative solvers also have the large-scale difficulty.
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In scientific simulations dominated by diffusion or the
Poisson equation, the multigrid method [4] could overcome the
difficulty of solving large-scale matrices without computing
fill-ins. Instead of computing fill-ins, the multigrid method
computes errors defined on a mesh coarsen from the original
(fine) mesh to retrieve the factors converging slowly, called
smooth errors. However, the matrix J is composed of 3
different systems and it is hard to construct a coarse mesh
corresponding to smooth errors. We propose a technique
similar to the Gummel iteration to overcome this difficulty.

the cyclic errors by repeated applications. For instance, the
H
H
recursive error eH
⇒ AH . The
A could be given by A ⇒ B
co-cycle could make convergence of the algebraic multigrid
method stabilized however it is a time consuming process because it requires several matrix–vector multiplications depend
on the depth. We show the trade off later.

III. G UMMEL - CYCLE A LGEBRAIC M ULTIGRID M ETHOD
We employ the GMRES method to solve the linear equation
Jδ = −f (ψ, n, p) and use the algebraic multigrid method as
its preconditioning. For simplicity, we denote the equation as
Ax = b. The preconditioning K is applied with to compute
wk+1 = AK −1 vk where wk+1 is a new vector of the
Hessenberg matrix in the k-iteration and vk is the computed
vectors of the Hessenber matrix. We describe the procedure of
applying the algebraic multigrid method in a way limited to
preconditioning. So we rewrite Kwk+1 = vk as Ax = b after
this.

Fig. 1. Multigrid Co-cycle

C. Gummel-cycle AMG

A. Algebraic Multigrid Method (AMG)
Our approach is, defining an independent coarse mesh ΩH

for each variable ψ, n, p respectively, and employing the cocycle to get self-consistent smooth errors. The former trick
enables the multigrid method to work well for each system:
Eψ xψ = bψ , Fn xn = bn and Gp xp = bp . The latter trick
recovers the components of smooth errors missed by each
system. The overview of the algorithm is Algorithm1.

A typical algebraic multigrid iteration solving Ax = b
is: (1) Relax a iterative solution xhk on the fine mesh Ωh ,
(2) Restrict a residual vector rkh = b − Axhk to rkH = Rrkh
H
defined on the coarse mesh ΩH , (3) Relax an error eH
k on Ω
H H
H
h
H
by solving A ek = rk , (4) Prolongate the error to ek = P ek
defined on the fine mesh Ωh , (5) Update the iterative solution
by xhk+1 = xhk +ehk . Here R is a restriction map: Ωh → ΩH and
P is a prolongation map: ΩH → Ωh . For better convergence
we expect eH
k would be an approximation of the smooth error
defined on the coarse mesh ΩH . However it is difficult for
systems equation like the DD model because we do not know
how to coarse coupled multiple variables.

Algorithm 1 Gummel cycle Algebraic Multigrid
Input: A, b
Output: x
Initialisation :
H
1: Build coarsen coefficient submatrices: Eψ
, FnH , GH
p
2: Prepare retrictions R , prolongations P for ψ, n, p
LOOP until : kAx−bk
≤ε
kbk
3: Pre-smoothing: Relax a fine error eh
ψ



B. Co-cycle
The complemental procedure: co-cycle is introduced. We
suppose that we solve a system composed of systems M x = b:




A AB
bA
M=
,b =
BA B
bB

4:

Here, the sub systems A and B are defined on the same mesh
Ωh , however, on applying the algebraic multigrid methods,
H
they have two different coarse meshes: ΩH
A and ΩB . The
H
H
co-cycle A ⇒ B resolves this discrepancy by following
steps(Fig. 1): (1) Prolongate the error eH
A accompanied with
h
AH to ehA = PA eH
A on the fine mesh Ω , (2) Map the error
h
h
eA to the right hand side of the B system, rB
= bhB − BA ehA ,
h
H
h
(3) Restrict the residual rB to rB = RB rB on the coarse mesh
H
H
H H
H
ΩH
B , (4) Relax the error eB on ΩB by solving B eB = rB .
On deeper coarse levels than 2, prolongation and restriction
steps are applied recursively until an error defined on each
coarse mesh could be mapped by the off diagonal sub matrix
AB or BA . This co-cycle is associative, and we could get

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
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H
Restrict a residual rψ
= Rψ bhψ − Eψh ehψ
Pre-smoothing: Relax a coarse error eH
ψ
for i = 1 to N do
Resolve the co-cycle: EψH ⇒ FnH ⇒ EψH
H
Resolve the co-cycle: EψH ⇒ GH
p ⇒ Eψ
end for
Post-smoothing: Relax a coarse error eH
ψ
Prolongate and update an error ehψ ← ehψ + Pψ eH
ψ
Post-smoothing: Relax a fine error ehψ
for i = 1 to N do
Resolve the co-cycle: Eψh ⇒ Fnh ⇒ Eψh
Resolve the co-cycle: Eψh ⇒ Ghp ⇒ Eψh
end for

B. Scaling

To evaluate capability of the algebraic multigrid method
with the Gummel-cycle, the strong and weak scaling benchmarks are performed on the matrices generated by the terminal
structure of the power device (FIG. 4) under the near breakdown voltage (FIG. 5.) In the both benchmarks, the GMRES
method is used with preconditioning. For comparison, the
ILUT preconditioning is chosen as the conventional one. As
shown in the strong scaling benchmark (Fig. 6), the Gummelcycle algebraic multigrid method shows almost linear scaling
property. Even though the cost of the co-cycle is not cheap,
having enough parallel units could defeat the conventional
methods. This trend is remarkable on the weak scaling benchmark which loads a constant task per a same compute unit. As
using a finer mesh (ie. increasing a number of nodes), the total
numbers of fill-ins for solving by the conventional methods are
getting larger. Some 15,360 variables are filled for a cocmpute
unit and the flat MPI is used for parallelization. As shown in
FIG. 7, our method exceeds the other conventional methods
at the larger cases.

Fig. 2. Multigrid cycles: V-cycle, W-cycle and Gummel-cycle

We call the intermediate cycles: Eψ ⇒ Fn ⇒ Eψ and
Eψ ⇒ Gp ⇒ Eψ the Gummel-cycle because this process
traces the traditional Gummel iteration [1]. The conventional
multigrid methods employ V-cycle or W-cycle to reduce errors
but our Gummel-cycle is used to resolve the discrepancy
between each system: E, F and G (Fig. 2).
IV. E VALUATION
A. Trade-off
As mentioned before, the co-cycle could make convergence
of the multigrid method stabilized, but on the other hand, it is
a time consuming process consisting of several matrix–vector
multiplications. There is a trade off between the number of
co-cycles per. a multigrid cycle and the number of iterations
required to converge (FIG. 3). To reduce the time of co-cycle,
pre-calculated matrices could be provided. However, generating such a matrix requires sparse matrix–matrix multiplications, which are also time consuming. Besides the memory
consumption for the pre-calculated matrices is not small. So
this issue is still opened.

Fig. 4. Device structure for bench- Fig. 5. Electric Field under the near
mark
breakdown

Fig. 3. Trade off btw. #of co-cycles and #of iterations

Fig. 6. Comparison on strong scaling with each method
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Fig. 7. Comparison on weak scaling with each method

V. C ONCULUSION
In this work, we have proposed a new preconditioning
technique based on the algebraic multigrid with Gummelcycle, which can scale up without having fill-ins. The proposed
technique will also meet a situation such as electric fields
spread into the bulk owing to the algebraic multigrid manner.
And so this approach helps simulations of deep depletion
layers or wide bandgap devices like GaN, SiC and Ga2O3.
However, there requires a cafeful treatment on applying our
method because it has the trade off between its stability and
time consumption. The optimal balance of the number of
co-cycles or an appropriate relaxation approach should be
introduced in future.
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